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-- S- S-attributed Grammarsattributed Grammars are containing only synthesized attributes

- S-attributed are L-attributed.

Theorem. If G has Top-Down/Bottom-up Parser and GA is L-attribued 

then GGA A has has Top-Down/Top-Down/BottomBottom-up -up oblivious evaluatoroblivious evaluator

L-Attributed GrammarsL-Attributed Grammars

L-Attributed Grammars is a classa class of Attributed Grammars (or SDD)

that has DepthDepth-First-First as a Topological SortTopological Sort of the Dependency GraphDependency Graph 

of the Parse-Parse-Tree attributesTree attributes of the grammar.

Let GA ≡ {∑,V,s,PA,{ai}} be an attribute grammar. 

Let p≡B:=B1…Bn{α}∈ PA. 

GA is L-attributed if and only if:

∀Xi.aij=eij ∈{α} for Xi ∈ Sym(B1…Bn):

       if  Xk.aik ∈ Var(eij)  then:

             - either Xi≡Bhi, Xk≡Bhk and 1≤hk ≤ hi≤n

             - or Xk≡B and aik ∈A-Inh(B)
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Extend the values of the push-down automata, LR control stack:

• Associate to each grammatical symbol B:

• the syntesized attributes or none (if it has no attribute)

• the transtion state of LR analysis

• At each reduction with handle A::=B1…Bn {α} compute all the actions in {α}.

 -  Let A.ai=ei be one of them.

  If ei contains occurrences of attributes of the grammatical Bi then:

     - access (n-i)-th position, below the top of the stack, and

                   - select the value Ii Bi [vi] (where [vi]≡vi1…vin) and find the correct vij

 - Let [v]≡v1…vm be the values resulting for the attributes a1…am of A.

• Reduce and insert Ij A [v], where Ij is the transition state of LR analysis.

I

B B.s
I  B  B.s

BottomBottom-Up -Up Evaluator for Evaluator for S-S-attributedattributed

How How do do it by extending it by extending LR LR ParsersParsers
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(k) A::=B1…Bn {α} Action(In,x)=R/k

x

Each Bi and its attributes Bi.s are computed by

the previvious reductions (sons - depth first)

A.s=α has been just computed: It can only depend

from A-Syn(Bi) (A’s sons) that are in the stack

Goto(Jm,A)=I

In   Bn     Bn.s

I1    B1    B1.s
Jm  Am  Am.s

….

x

I        A      A.s
Jm   Am  Am.s

input

Control
 Stack

State

Symbol

Attribute

  Before 

reduction

  After

reduction

production LR Table

How do it: LR Control StackHow do it: LR Control Stack
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Translation SchemesTranslation Schemes = Grammars with Productions where actions

                                        and grammatical symbols are mixed

A::={β1}B1...{βk}Bk{α}

in a way that: 

• A-Inh(Bi) are defined only in actions {βi} that precede Bi (for ach i)

• A-Syn(A) are defined in {α} 

Top-Down Top-Down Evaluators for Evaluators for L-L-AttributedAttributed

From From L-L-Attributed to Translation SchemesAttributed to Translation Schemes

If G is L-attributed, its TS has actions that can use only, attributes 

of symbols that precede the actions.
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••  TransformTransform L-attributed in in Translation SchemeTranslation Scheme

• Pair the LL control stack, C, with 

• one data stack for synthesizedstack for synthesized values, SS,

• one data stack for inheritedstack for inherited values, II.

• Extend Extend CC to contain actionsto contain actions:

• At At each derivationeach derivation with A::={A::={ββ1}B1...{1}B1...{ββk}k}BkBk{{αα},},

• {β1}B1...{βk}Bk{α}

••  (Let B0≡A and βk+1≡α)

  When an When an action action ββii (1≤i≤k+1) is selected from the top of C

• Action is evaluatedis evaluated:: 

• by using by using the the evaluatorevaluator of Meta, and 

• by replacing attributesby replacing attributes of:

• BjBj (j<i) with the values extracted, from I or S, at the (i-j-1)-th position from top

• A - A - as above, by letting: B0≡A and βk+1≡α

• by putting its resultby putting its result on on:

• the top of Itop of I, if action is βi

• k-k-thth position position below below top of S, if action is α

B B.sB.i B B.s B.i

Top-Down Top-Down Evaluator for Evaluator for L-L-attributedattributed

How How do do it by extending it by extending LL LL ParsersParsers
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(k) A::={β1}B1…{βn} Bn {α} M(A,y)=k

A A.i -

y

A.i -

y

β1
B1

βn
Bn
α A.i

y

B1

βn
Bn
α  -

-B1.i  -

A.i comes in from the previous deriva-

tion that involved its brothers at left
B1.i=β1 can contain only inherithed of A

Stack C Stack I/S

How do it: LL Control StackHow do it: LL Control Stack - 1
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A.i

?

β2
B2

βn
Bn
α  -

-B1.i B1.s

A.i

?

A.sA.i

?

α  -
-B1.i B1.s

-Bn.i Bn.s

All the attributes that α can use Top of Data Stacks just after the

derivation from A completes

How do it: LL Control StackHow do it: LL Control Stack - 2
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